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 AN ELEMENTARY DEFINABILITY THEOREM FOR FIRST ORDER
 LOGIC
 C. BUTZ AND I. MOERDIJK
 In this paper, we will present a definability theorem for first order logic. This
 theorem is very easy to state, and its proof only uses elementary tools. To explain
 the theorem, let us first observe that if M is a model of a theory T in a language 2,
 then, clearly, any definable subset S c M (i.e., a subset S = { a I M p(a) }
 defined by some formula p) is invariant under all automorphisms of M. The same
 is of course true for subsets of Mn defined by formulas with n free variables.
 Our theorem states that, if one allows Boolean valued models, the converse holds.
 More precisely, for any theory T we will construct a Boolean valued model M, in
 which precisely the T-provable formulas hold, and in which every (Boolean valued)
 subset which is invariant under all automorphisms of M is definable by a formula
 of 2.
 Our presentation is entirely selfcontained, and only requires familiarity with the
 most elementary properties of model theory. In particular, we have added a first
 section in which we review the basic definitions concerning Boolean valued models.
 The Boolean algebra used in the construction of the model will be presented
 concretely as the algebra of closed and open subsets of a topological space X
 naturally associated with the theory T. In an appendix, we will explain how the
 construction of this space is related to the construction of a similar space in [3]. In
 fact, one of the results in that paper could be interpreted as a definability theorem
 for infinitary logic, using topological rather than Boolean valued models.
 There are various known definability theorems which are somewhat similar in
 form to our result but do not use Boolean valued models. The results are often
 inspired by Beth's theorem [1]. Some of these [10, 7] concern definability in infinitary
 languages. Svenonius' theorem [11] is for finitary logic, but concerns complete
 theories and uses 'big' models. (Cf. also Corollary 10.5.2 in [5].) Thus, our
 construction shows that the use of (small) Boolean valued models instead of big
 models allows for an explicit and elementary proof of a similar definability theorem.
 ?1. Preliminary definitions. In this section we review the basic definitions con-
 cerning Boolean valued models (see, e.g., [6]). Most readers will be familiar with
 these notions, and they are advised to skip this section. They should note, however,
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 that our Boolean algebras are not necessarily complete, and that we treat constants
 and function symbols as functional relations.
 Let us fix a signature S, consisting of constants, function and relation symbols.
 For simplicity we assume it is a single sorted signature, although this restriction is
 by no means essential. Let Y denote the associated first order language 2Y' (S).
 A Boolean valued interpretation of Y is a triple 9)= (B, 191I, [-]), where B is
 a Boolean algebra, 919 is the underlying set of the interpretation, and -]j is an
 operation which assigns to each formula (x1I . ., xn) of Y with free variables
 among xi,... , Xn a function 19)1n -- B, whose value at (ml,.. Mn) is denoted
 LP(ml, . .,in)1Mn
 These functions are required to satisfy the usual identities (where we write m for
 ml, . , Mn):
 (i) lop A y (m)i =o (m)in A ~t(m)i and similar for the other Boolean connectives.
 (ii) [Ely cp (y, m)]I = Vt [f (k, m)] | k EzIT 1,
 UEy (p (y, m)]I = Atf [,p (k, m)] | k Ez 19N1 }
 where it is part of the definition of an interpretation that these sups and infs are
 required to exist in B. Finally, we require
 (iii) if O (x1, . . ., xn) then kp(m) I =lB for any m E 19)1'n.
 In (iii), F denotes derivability in (one of the usual axiomatisations of) classical first
 order logic.
 REMARK 1. 1.
 (i) Observe that, in particular, 919 is equipped with a B-valued equality
 [X1 = X2]: 19RI2 -, B,
 satisfying the identities for reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry,
 I[m ml= IB
 I[mlmjM =[iM2 =mM,
 I[ml m=M A [m2 M= ?< I[ml m=J3
 (ii) For each constant c the formulas c = x and x = c define the same function
 C = c = x]: 191 - B, which should be viewed as the interpretation of c. It
 satisfies the conditions
 C (m) A [m = m'] < C (m') and V{ C(m) I m E }19I . = 1B.
 Similarly, each n-ary function symbol is interpreted, via the formula
 f(xI,. Xn) =Y,
 by a function F: 1921n X 1921 -) B. This function satisfies the conditions
 F(m, k) A [m = m'] A [k = k'j < F(m', k')
 and
 V{F(mk) I k E 191} = 1B.
 (Here m= ml, . m . , Mn as before, and [m = m'] stands for A7\i=mi = m[.)
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 (iii) For each n-ary relation symbol r the formula r(x,.. x,,) defines a map
 R: 19Y1' ---> B, which is extensional in the sense that
 R(m) A [m - in'I < R(m').
 (iv) The entire interpretation is determined by these data in (i)-(iii). First, using
 derivability of usual equivalences such as
 F- f (g(x)) = y <- 3z(f(z) y A g(x) = z),
 one obtains by induction for each term t(XI, , Xn) a function T: j9)1n+? -- B
 interpreting the formula t (x1, . . ., Xn)= y. Next, one builds up the interpretation
 of formulas in the standard way, using the assumption that all necessary sups and
 infs exist in B.
 As usual, we write9Y z p if [p (m)] 1 for allm E 19YN1, and we say Nis a
 model of a theory T if 9) fz p whenever T F- p. In this case, we write 9) t T, as
 usual.
 ?2. Automorphisms of models and statement of the theorem. Consider a fixed
 Boolean valued model 2)= (B, 191R, [-D). An automorphism i of 9N consists of
 two mappings ro and it1. The map ro: B -> B is an automorphism of the Boolean
 algebra B, while ir1: 191 19Y1 is an automorphism of the underlying set 121,
 with the property that
 (1) iOt(P (MI, *,mA) = I&(7EI (mI), .*, (Mn))],
 for any formula p(xl,.. ., Xn) and any ml, . . ., Mn 1. (Of course it is enough
 to check a condition like (1) for constants, functions and relations of 2, and
 deduce (1) for arbitrary p by induction.)
 An (n-ary) predicate on 2) is a map p: 219nl - B which satisfies the extension-
 ality condition
 (2) p(m) A [m = min' < p(ml)
 for any m, m 9' Ec (where [m = m'] stands for Ai.nl [mi =mj'], as before). Such
 a predicate p is definable if there is a formula p (xi, . . ., Xn) such that
 (3) p(m) = LO(mA], forall mn Ez 19Nn.n
 It is invariant under an automorphism it if
 (4) 7r p (M) = p(7 I(M)), for allm En lf19N,
 (where irt(m) is (1 (ml),... itl(mn))). Obviously, every definable predicate is
 invariant. Our theorem states the converse.
 THEOREM 2.1. Let T be any first order theory. There exists a Boolean valued model
 2) such that
 (i) 9Y is a conservative model of T, in the sense that 2 ) if and only if T F- (A,
 for any sentence p.
 (ii) Any predicate which is invariant under all automorphisms of 2) is definable.
 Before proving the theorem in ?4, we will first give an explicit description of the
 Boolean algebra and the interpretation involved in the next section.
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 ?3. Construction of the model. Our Boolean algebra will be defined as the algebra
 of all clopen (i.e., closed and open) sets in a topological space X. To describe X,
 let s > co be the cardinality of our language 2. We fix a set ST of (ordinary,
 two-valued) models M of T such that every model of cardinality < s is isomorphic
 to a model in ST. Then, in particular, a formula is provable from T if and only if it
 holds in all models in the set ST.
 DEFINITION 3.1. An enumeration of a model M is a function a: > I MI such
 that al (a) is infinite for all a E IMI (here IMI is the underlying set of M).
 The space X has as its points the equivalence classes of pairs (M, a), where
 M E ST and a is an enumeration of M. Two such pairs (M, a) and (N, /) are
 equivalent if there exists an isomorphism of models 0: M -+ N such that , = 0 o a.
 We will often simply write (M, a) when we mean the equivalence class of (M, a).
 The topology of X is generated by all the basic open sets of the form
 (5) Us ,- = { (M, at) I M l= cp (a (4)) }.
 Here p p (x . xn) is any formula with free variables among xl, x", while
 4 = (, * **, ) is a sequence of elements of s (i.e., ordinals hi < s); we use a(4)
 as an abbreviation of a(4I), . , a(W )
 Observe that each such basic open set U, is also closed, with complement U , .
 So X is a zero-dimensional space. We now define the Boolean algebra B as
 (6) B = Clopens(X),
 the algebra of all open and closed sets in X.
 Notice that arbitrary suprema need not exist in B, although B has many infinite
 suprema. In particular, if U c X is clopen and { Ui}iGI is a cover of U by basic
 open sets, then the union UiEI Ui defines a supremum U = Vic, Ui in B; we only
 need suprema of this kind.
 The Boolean algebra B just constructed is part of a natural Boolean valued model
 =X (B. ||R, [-]), with
 (7) 1 = K
 and evaluation of formulas defined by
 (8) [9(4I, , in)] UW,
 for any formula p(xl, . . ., Xn) and any sequence 4 = Xl, . . ., in of ordinals di < a.
 LEMMA 3.2. This evaluation defines a B-valued interpretation of the language 2.
 PROOF. One needs to check the requirements (i)-(iii) from Section 1. Now (iii) is
 clear, while (i) and (ii) are completely straightforward. For illustration, we give the
 case of the existential quantifier. Suppose p(y, x) is a formula with just two free
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 variables x and y. Then for any 4 < s,
 [3y'p(y, c { (M, a) |lM P Ey tp(y, a(4)) }
 ={(M, ae) ! Or/ < a,: M l=- Up (o(aa) t()
 (since each a is surjective)
 -U{ (Mao) I M l=Up (at(r),aot(4)) }
 ?1<K
 ?1<K
 and this union is a supremum in B, by the remark above. -
 ?4. Proof of the theorem. We will now show that the interpretation 9J has the
 two properties stated in Theorem 2.1. The first one is easy:
 PROPOSITION 4.1. 9m is a conservative model of T.
 PROOF. We need to show that 9I = a if and only if T F- a, for any sentence
 a E 2. By Lemma 3.2,
 [ffj =(M, at) I M l= al.*
 Thus [a] = X if and only if M a a for all MAE ST, and this holds if and only if
 T - a, by definition of ST.
 For the proof of the definability result 2.1 (ii), we shall only need a particular
 collection of automorphisms of the model 9C. Let S, denote the symmetric group
 of permutations of a'. Then S, acts on the model 9J as follows. Any 7l E So
 induces a homeomorphism ro: X -- X, defined by
 7ro(M, a) = (M, a ot7-1).
 This map has the property that 7ro( Uj) = Uw a,, or
 7ro [9O(4) I = ['O(7r I(4)) 1,
 for any formula p(xI . xn) and any . = Xl, , ,n < r,. Thus, the pair
 t = (itl, 7r0) is an automorphism of 9C. This defines an action of S, on 9C, i.e., a
 representation
 p: So -> Aut(9O), P(irl) = .
 For the second part of Theorem 2. 1, it will now be enough to show:
 PROPOSITION 4.2. Any S-invariant predicate is definable.
 To simplify notation, we will only prove this for a unary predicate. So let us fix
 such an invariant predicate p. It is a function p: 1- = S B satisfying the
 extensionality condition
 p(4) A [=i/]< p(,I),
 as well as the invariance condition
 p(ftf) t ro(P(l)),
 for any al Ez S, We will first show that p is "locally" definable (Lemma 4.5).
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 LEMMA 4.3. Let (M, a) E U E B and qlo E S,. Then there is a formula a (x .
 Xn, y) and elements ,I, . . ., sn E K such that
 (i) (M,a) E Ua,(4,1,0) < U.
 (ii) For any point (N, /) in X, any b1, b. , c E INI such that
 N A= 6(b,.1.. , bn c)
 and any / Ez s with /'('i) = c, there exists a ir1 E S,. such that 7t1 (i) = lo and
 7ro(N, /) E U6,
 PROOF. Choose a basic open set Ua,6, given by a formula 6'(xl,. xn) and
 * n < K, such that
 (M,a) E U634 C U.
 Let EqajxI, Xn, y) be the formula
 AXi=XIA Aiy
 CA xii = = j A A Xi = (4 ( ,
 and define a to be a' A Eqa. Then obviously
 (Ma) z U6,,o c UC , c U
 Now choose any (N, /1), b ., bn, c and q satisfying the hypothesis of part (ii)
 of the lemma. Then in particular N - Eqa(bl,.. , bn, c) and c =l(q). Since
 fl: - > INI has infinite fibres, we can find I, , Cn < K such that fl(i) = bi,
 while the sequence I, . . . , ,, q satisfies exactly the same equalities and inequalities
 as the sequence 1, . . . , Co. [Indeed, if 41, . . .,i have been found, and di?1 = Xk
 for some k < i or Qi+1 = Co, then also a (i+i) - a(G) or a(Gi+i) = aG(io), hence
 bi+I = bk or bi+ = c since N F Eqaj(b . b.., ) c). Thus, we can choose ?i+j = Sk
 respectively (i+1 = a. If, on the other hand, Qi+1 j {d1o, I, }, Qi, we can use
 the fact that /I- 1 (bi+1) is infinite, to find ji?1 E /- 1(b?1 ) q {'I, .. i }.] Thus,
 there is a permutations1 Ez S, withiti (q) = C17, o (1) .. (n) . Xn But
 then N l= (b . b,,c) means that
 6Nfl=U(,BZ14) (1l4n P/7S((W) (ri -0))),
 or that 7ro(N, /) E U, (~,10). -
 LEMMA 4.4. Let q0o < K. There is a cover p(Go) = Uicj(70) Ui in B, andformulas
 yV0 (y), such that for any i E I (ro),
 (i) Ui < [Wj (C1)]
 (ii) For any / < , [ys 70 (,)] < p(q).
 (iii) UiEI (CO)70 V (10)1 P(0)
 PROOF Observe that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). To prove these, write U
 pG(io), and apply Lemma 4.3 to each of the points (M, a) z U. This will give a cover
 U = Ujit U, by basic open sets, and for each index i a formula 6i(x1. . Xn, y)
 and elements I, . n < K; such that
 Ui = U1i,(4,17)
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 and moreover such that property (ii) of Lemma 4.3 holds for each of these formu-
 las bi. Now define
 I~ (y) = --XI ... **3x .i (XI.... ,Xn, Y).
 It is now clear that statement (i) in the lemma holds. For (ii), suppose (N, /1) E
 [yr0 (Q]. This means that
 N t 3X1 . .. 3Xn i(XI, * Xn, (1))
 By 4.3 (ii), we can find a a, z So such that ad (q) q0C and ro (N, fl) CZ U6,(I50 Us
 Since U, c U = p(o), also 7ro(N, /1) E p(lo), and hence, by invariance of p,
 (N, /1) E p(71 (io)) = p (i), as required. A
 LEMMA 4.5. There is afamily { yi (y) I i E I } offormulas such that,for all q < X,
 P(=1) UtVi(17
 iCI
 PROOF. This follows immediately from the previous lemma, for the collection of
 formulas { Vr I7 lo < a, i E I(o) }. A
 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2. Consider the function p': 19|1 -- B defined by
 P (q1) = -'P(1).
 Clearly, since p is a predicate, so is p', i.e., p'(q) A BI[' < p'(q') for all 1, a' < s.
 Moreover, p' is invariant since p is. So we can apply Lemma 4.5 to p', to find a
 collection of formulas
 {Oj(y) CZ JJ}
 such that for all q < a,
 (9) P'(W = U Loj( )
 jEJ
 The definability of p now follows by a standard compactness argument. Let c be
 a "new"9 constant, and consider the theory
 T' = TU{-1vi(c) I i E I }U{-1pj(c) j E J}
 If T' where consistent, it would have a model M, which we can assume to be (an
 expansion of a model) in the set ST. Let a be an enumeration of M, and choose q <
 r, with a (q) = c(M), the interpretation of c in M. Then (M, a) E X = p(11) V p'('1),
 hence (M, a) E [V's ('1)] for some i E I or (M, a) E [-pj ( )] for some j E J. This
 means that
 M t vi (a (C)) V f j (a (C)),
 contradicting the fact that M models T'. This proves that T' is inconsistent.
 Now apply compactness, to find il. . . ., in E I and 1 1 . . . , jn z J such that
 (10) T F VY (sil (Y) V ... V Vin (Y) V f jl (Y) V V (Hjm (Y))
 Write y = y V ... V Vi,, and p = V ... V p jm. We claim that y defines p.
 Indeed, let (M, a) be any point in X, and let q < a,. By (10),
 M Kz Vq(a(q)) V p(a(q)),
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 or in other words, either (M, a) E IyV(q) or (M, a) E [Jf (')]I. If (M, a) E [y('i) ,
 then (M, a) E p('i) by Lemma 4.2. And if (M, a) E [f (/)], then (M, a) E PI(r)
 by (9), hence (M, a) V p( q). Thus (M, a) E [y (q) if and only if (M, a) E p( (i).
 This shows that [y(q)] = p(q) for any q < s, and completes the proof. A
 ?5. Appendix: Relation to classifying toposes. In this appendix we give a topos
 theoretical interpretation of our Boolean valued model. We assume familiarity with
 logical aspects of topos theory ([8]).
 Using the methods of [3], it is possible to prove the following adaption of Freyd's
 theorem [4] for toposes with enough points:
 THEOREM 5. 1. Let 9' be a topos with enough points. Then there exists a topological
 space Xg equipped with a continuous group action XF x H -- XF, and an atomic and
 connected geometric morphism yea: ShH (Xb) -- 9 from the topos of H-equivariant
 sheaves over Xg, to '.
 As in [3], the construction of the space Xg and the group H depends on an object
 G in X of generators for A, a set P of 'small' points p: Sets -- X of A, and a
 cardinal K which is an upper bound for the cardinalities IP* G I for p E P. Then
 Xg is the topological space of total enumerations of G with infinite fibres. Unlike
 the space of partial enumerations used in [3], this space of total enumerations is
 zero-dimensional (i.e., has a basis of clopen sets). The group H is Aut(r,) equipped
 with the product topology.
 This general result can in particular be applied to the classifying topos of a first
 order theory T in a language of cardinality a'. Indeed, to T we associate the Boolean
 pretopos Synb(T), the 'Lindenbaum' category of equivalence classes of first order
 formulas with free variables. Two such formulas are equivalent if they are provably
 equivalent in classical logic (for the intuitionistic variant see [9] or [2]). Synb (T)
 carries a natural Grothendieck topology in which finite jointly epimorphic families
 cover. _b (T) denotes the coherent topos of sheaves on Synb (T) for this topology
 This topos contains a model U of T, generic with respect to models obeying classical
 logic in toposes. The space Xqb(T) is then precisely the space XT of Section 3 of this
 paper, since the models of cardinality < i' induce a set of enough points of gab (T).
 Now consider the geometric morphism y: ShH (XT) - 3b (T) of the theo-
 rem (here H = Aut(r,)) and the canonical geometric morphism p: Sh(XT) >
 ShH(XT), induced by forgetting the group action on sheaves. M = pays* U is a
 sheaf model of T in Sh(XT). Any H-invariant subsheaf P c M is of the form
 pyr*P, for some subsheaf P c U, since y is atomic and connected, hence in
 particular full on subobjects ('hyperconnected'). If P is complemented, then both
 P and -iP are H-invariant and one can show that P (and -iP), the subsheaf of U
 that is mapped to P (and -iP), is representable. This means that P belongs to the
 pretopos Synb (T), hence is definable.
 Finally, since the space XT has a clopen basis, the sheaf model M in Sh(XT)
 as well as the action of the group H on it can be described purely in terms of the
 Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of XT, leading to the explicit description of a
 model 9J as given in Section 3 above.
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